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 Answer Acceptable answers Mark
(a)(i) fractional distillation  (1)
(a)(ii) to make it liquid liquefy/condense

to remove water (vapour)
to remove carbon dioxide

 

(1)
(b) D weak forces of attraction between

the oxygen molecules
 

(1)
(c)(i) An description including

shared (electrons) (1)
pair(s) of electrons (between
atoms) (1)

Ignore reference to complete/full
shells
Ignore reference to between two
metals
Ignore reference to between metal
and non-metal
Ignore reference to between
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molecules
Any reference to between ions scores
0

(c)(ii) 2.4  (1)
(c)(iii) diagram showing

any shared pair of electrons
between a carbon and oxygen
atom in CO2 molecule (1)

rest of molecule correct (1)

 

Must have O C O arrangement

If any atom labelled must be correct

 

Ignore inner electrons even if wrong
electrons can be on/in ring or no ring
Ignore intersecting circles

Accept all permutations of dots and
crosses
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